
STIMULO ACTION MODE 

 

How to use: 

1. Place the Stimulo next to your cat's regular dry food bowl for a few days to get 
him used to the Stimulo and help your cat associate the Stimulo with food. 

2. When your cat is used to the Stimulo, remove his regular food bowl. Fill the 
training tube (1/5 cup) completely with dry food. Also leave some dry food in the 
other training tubes as well as in the 3 level 1 tubes (1/3 cup) and on the base of 
the Stimulo. 

3. At first, your cat will eat with its mouth and when he can't reach his food he will 
ask you for more food. This is a crucial step: do not give in to his request. He will 
eventually understand that he must use its paws to reach the food. 

4. Once your cat is able to reach its food in the training tubes, you can go to level 1 
and use the 1/3 cup tubes. The Stimulo tubes are measured to help you give your 
cat its daily portion of dry food. Select the appropriate tube size (the portions are 
written on each tube), fill it with dry food and distribute the food in the training 
tubes as well and the level 1 tubes. 

5. Your cat will become agile quickly. To stimulate him further, remove the training 
tubes by pulling them up from the base and replace them with level 2 tubes (1/2 
cup). You now have level 1 and 2 tubes on the base that you can move around to 
increase level of difficulty and keep challenging your cat. You can also use level 3 
tubes (sold separately). 

 

Note:  

It is essential to ensure your cat eats its recommended daily portion of dry food. 
Consult your veterinarian for the recommended food quantity for your animal.  

 

Dishwasher safe  

	


